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Prometheus Group
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Founded in 1998
Headquartered in Raleigh, NC, USA
13 global offices
Integrated and intuitive software
Partnerships with industry leading companies
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The Prometheus Platform
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Key Customer Snapshot
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Planning & Scheduling

• Out-of-the-box solution that streamlines plant maintenance processes
by adding functionality to standard ERP Systems
Navigator
Use custom layout relevant to each user’s
role to easily navigate the workflow
process.
Scheduler
Take control of your planned work with an
easy-to-use graphical scheduler
Mass Change
Quickly update fields in multiple work
orders, all at once.

Work Package Manager
Get everything you need to complete a
work order in one place.
Order to Task List & BOM
Streamline work orders by copying data to
task lists and BOMs for future use.
Material Shopping Cart
Save time and reduce free text spending
with easy to use material search.
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Mobile Solutions

• Streamlines remote data entry and connects technicians in the field
with the ERP System.
Mobile Plant Maintenance
View and create work orders from the field. Plus, quickly and easily enter time confirmations and
new notifications.
Mobile Inventory/Warehouse Management
Track inventory, enter goods issued and received, utilize scan, view documents, and update
inventory count on-site.
Mobile Production Planning
Give technicians timely access to information with the ability to view production orders and
documents, as well as enter time confirmations.
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Master Data Governance

• Master data is the foundation for every ERP, EAM, and CMMS. It is the framework that
organizations use to build out their asset management strategy. Master data information
includes functional location and equipment data, along with material information needed to
support those assets.
Standardize and Simplify the Creation of Functional Location, Asset, and Material Records - Companies
struggle with standardizing the record terminology (taxonomy) as support teams have different members,
background and turnover. By providing a standardized taxonomy upfront, Prometheus Master Data as a
Service can quickly and easily create a workflow for the creation of new records.
Proactively Clean and Organize Master Data Records - Companies spend millions of dollars and have special
teams organized to go in and clean master data records only to have similar issues quickly after the project is
complete. Prometheus Master Data as a Service proactively cleans the current master data records and then
provides a governance workflow that includes the necessary checkpoints and approvals with your
organization.
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Time management & Contractor Cost Tracking

• Maintain full control over your labor costs while automating the most complex work rules Time &
Attendance. Capture labor data in real-time for your entire workforce, so that you can ensure
compliance, improve productivity, predict fatigue risk, and make approvals or adjustments – fast.
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Shutdown, Turnaround, & Outage

• Shutdowns, Turnarounds and Outages (STOs) are critical events at our customers’
plants. An STO involves stopping production to a part or all of a facility in order to
perform maintenance work that can not be completed during normal operation.
Typically, STOs involve maintenance repairs, inspections for regulatory compliance, and
capital improvements to the plants.
Unify STO Processes Across your Company - STOs tend
to be planned and managed differently at each plant.
The STO Planner can enforce corporate best practices
at each facility.

Material Planning and Tracking Centralized tool that integrates with your
ERP/EAM for planning and tracking
delivery status of materials.

Transparency in Scope Requests - Often work is “snuck
into” the STO with little to no approval. STO Planner
tracks all scope requests and signatures to ensure that
all planned work has been properly vetted and approved.

Planning Progress and Readiness Identify planning gaps before execution
starts. Give a data driven approach to
STO Readiness. Be able to tell that you
are X% ready for your STO.
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Permitting & Safety (ePAS)

• Transforms existing paper based and digital permitting systems into a powerful
Integrated Safe System of Work. ePAS (Electronic Permit Administration System) is
a web-based solution that manages work permits, isolations/LOTO (lock-out tagout), and risk assessment.
Permit to Work - Web-based permit to work software replaces paper processes and
allows you to monitor your site and shutdowns in real time.
Isolation Manager - Powerful isolation management functions include templates,
cross-referencing, isolation point validation and tag printing
Risk Assessment - Standardize hazard identification and risk assessment to capture
lessons learned and add a new level of rigor to your worksites.
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Reporting and Analytics

• Prometheus Analytics provides
intelligent insights using data
from various sources within a
customer’s business.

• Analytics allows standardization
of reports based on the
company requirements and
industry trends.
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